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AEROPLANE AS COMMON CARRIER OF PASSENGERS—LIMITATION OF LIABILITY—NOTICE.—Plaintiff's intestate obtained passage on defendant's plane which had regularly scheduled trips from Albany, N. Y. to Newark, N. J. The plane ran into fog at Poughkeepsie, which thickened at Newark. In attempting to land, the pilot crashed, destroying the plane and causing the death of the intestate. Defendant furnished its agent at Albany with three kinds of contracts, "A," "B," and "C," which limited its liability to $5,000, minimum rate, $10,000, double rate, and $15,000, triple rate respectively. Plaintiff's intestate bought a class "A" contract ticket. Defendant offered for sale no unlimited liability tickets. The negligence of the defendant was not disputed. Defendant urged that it was relieved from liability in excess of $5,000 for negligence causing intestate's death. Judgment in favor of the plaintiff was affirmed on the ground that no voluntary choice was left to the deceased passenger of obtaining full or limited liability. *Conklin v. Canadian-Colonial Airways, Inc.*, 266 N. Y. 244, 194 N. E. 692 (1935).

A common carrier is one who holds himself out as ready and willing to carry for hire all persons who apply for passage. The rules governing the business of a common carrier by airship or flying machine may be readily assimilated to those applied to other common carriers. It is lawful for a common carrier in the pursuit of its business to limit its liability for negligence. A contract between a carrier and a passenger that limits the carrier's liability for negligence must be in consideration of an abatement of a part or the


whole of the fare to be legal. A carrier cannot by special agreement secure immunity from its negligence or that of its servants unless such intent is specifically and expressly stated in the agreement. The parties may agree that recovery shall be limited to an agreed valuation which forms the basis of the charges fixed by the carrier, but if the limitation is imposed without choice of rates between limited and unlimited liability it is not valid. From the instant case it would appear that an aeroplane fulfilling the conditions of a common carrier may limit its liability for negligence, but such limitation must be in consideration of a reduced fare or other benefit to the passenger, and notice of such limitation and different rates must be expressly made to the passenger.
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AGENCY—BROKER’S COMMISSIONS—CONTRACT.—By the terms of a brokerage contract, the defendant corporation engaged the plaintiff to procure a lessee of certain premises for a twenty-one year period. It was further stipulated that no commissions would be earned by the plaintiff until the final execution of the lease. The broker produced a prospective tenant of doubtful financial ability, whereupon the defendant corporation refused to execute the lease until the broker agreed to take a portion of his commissions as the lessee paid its rents. Without waiting for his commissions to accrue, the broker brought an action for the full amount of his unpaid commissions on the theory that the second agreement lacked consideration. Held, the subsequent contract was valid and subsisting and a complete bar to the broker’s action. Saun v. Capital Realty Development Corp., 268 N. Y. 341, 197 N. E. 303 (1935).

It is a hornbook rule that a broker’s commissions are earned when he produces a customer ready, willing and able to comply with
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